
How Total Rewards drive Employee 

Engagement & performance, builds HR 

strategically 



Agenda 

• Understanding the Total Rewards umbrella

• Why Total Reward programs and structure matter

• Driving employee engagement, performance through Total Rewards programs 
(examples)

• Understanding the science behind Total Reward programs-

• How Job Evaluation impacts the entire HR value chain (case study)
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We don’t need 
a HR Strategy !!

What we need is 
for HR to become 

strategic !!



Total Rewards 



Talent and Reward 

REWARD MANAGEMENT 

TALENT MANAGEMENT 

Leadership Development
Talent Acquisition  
Success Planning 

Performance Management 
Learning 

Workforce Administration 
Career Development 

Onboarding
DE&I

People Analytics  

Pay 
Short term Incentives 
Long Term incentives

Recognition Plans 
Job Sizing / Evaluation 

Org Design 
Benefits 

Wellness Offerings
Performance Management

Pay Analytics 



TOTAL REWARDS
It’s more than just compensation…..

Total Rewards

Pay 
Long Term 
Incentives

Short-Term 
Incentives Recognition

Benefits 
& 

Wellness
ESPP

Development & Career Opportunities 
Learn and grow your skills, coaching and mentoring, career adventuring

Opportunities to make a difference
Interesting and challenging work, ability to make an impact

Culture, Values and Work Environment
The company’s purpose, behaviors, office environment 



Employment Cost Engagement



Driving Engagement 
and Performance 











Performance 

Management 
Holistic Wellness 

Pay 

Differentiation 
Pay Equity 

A framework that 

focuses on making 

managers better 

coaches. Ensures and 

mandates continued 

communication between 

managers and 

employees. 

Rating-less?, emphasis 

on immediate and 

constant feedback

Combined benefits and 

wellness strategy 

underpinned by 4 

strategic pillars. Our 

offering to employees 

are linked to each of the 

4 pillars. Physical, 

Emotional, Finance and 

Family. 

Targeted positioning for 

critical roles, top and 

critical talent. 

Ensure pay 

differentiation based on 

performance but also 

skills vs market 

Monitor pay equity 

through data driven 

models that looks at 

variety of factors before 

making pay decisions 

that impact pay equity. 

Shifting from a 

performance based 

model to job based 

model  

Engagement 
and 

Performance  



Performance Management done right 

Productivity 

Engagement 

Turnover 

Profit 

Development ROI 

15% increase in employee productivity 

compared to those without

20% increase in employee engagement

Up to a 25% lower turnover rate

10% or more increase in profitability

20% or more return on investment 
through improved skills

• 15% increase in customer satisfaction scores.
• 10%+ increase in market share

Upstream: Manager - Employee Relationship
Downstream: Performance driven reward (Ratings or no ratings)`



Dr Tamazur 
Naya Jeevan 



Category Question

Difference

between critical &

non-critical talent

eSat - Happy How happy are you working at <company>?

8 points difference

eSat - Recommend I recommend <company> as a great place to work.

Growth I have good opportunities to learn and grow at <company> 12 points difference

Career I have good career opportunities at <company> 6 points difference

Role My role is an excellent fit with my strengths. 6 points difference

Culture 

Environment -

Impact

I feel my efforts are making an impact on company performance. 8 points difference

We wanted to see a 5 points difference between critical 

and non-critical talent





The Science 



Performance Based Job Based 

Most common way of determining and progressing 

salaries. Annual increases and promotion increases 

are tied to performance. 

Salary progression and promotion increases are 

pegged to the job. High performance doesn’t 

necessarily translate to high salary increase. Salaries 

are determined evaluating the skills the employee 

has for that job. Employees doing the same job with a 

similar skill set will have the same pay and roughly 

the same salary increments. 

Performance vs Job 
Based Pay



Org Design and 
Job Evaluation 



Org Structure  / Org DesignBusiness Goals / Targets 

Jobs / Roles, People 
Talent and Reward 

People Integrated Framework



Org Structure 

Leadership (Decision Makers)

Middle Management (Supervisors, team leaders)

Operators  (IC, execution, delivery focused) 



Org Design Outcomes

Benefits Design/Management 
Wellness across 4 Generations 

of employees 

Retention Strategy for critical 
Roles and skill sets

Attraction / Talent Acquisition / 
Internal  & External Supply /

Succession Management 

Critical /Niche Skills
Identification, pay premiums

  

Cost Optimization



How Job Evaluation Impacts HR Value Chain ?

Job

Cost 
optimization Succession Planning 

Pay For Skills 
(specialization, niche)

Talent Acquisition 
(Internal, External)

Promotion 
Pipeline 

Critical Jobs Mapping 

Skills, capabilities 
identification 

Market Pricing 



Problem Statement 

There is very little to no understanding or appreciation 
of Org Design work and Job Evaluation. 

This leads to poor talent management practices and 
companies continue to have a reactive approach in 
managing talent challenges.

Not having a JE framework also means your 
employment cost structure is not optimized. 

Companies also struggle to understand and size up 
special jobs, critical jobs and niche jobs. 

Retention of top talent becomes a big issue if JE is not in 
place 



The Situation

Companies need a framework that takes into account the dynamic
nature of jobs, ability to correctly look at jobs from a wholistic
perspective and ensure that the framework is relevant and effective
for jobs today.

Current job evaluation methodologies have not been updated for
many years. We need a system that is able to evaluate single skillset or
highly specialized jobs which is becoming the norm. Our tool has two
base methodologies: To evaluate typical sales/marketing revenue
based roles and the other which is core knowledge/skillset /specialized
jobs.

Evaluations looks at various factors and not just job responsibility so
that a fully holistic view and understanding is made



Job Evaluation is both an Art and Science 

1. Thoroughly understanding every aspect of the job, including 
how the job fits within the organization's structure 
2. Systematically analyzing job factors and sub-factors through 
an in-depth job analysis 
3. Evaluate each job without getting influenced by individuals 
doing the job
4. Understanding the company’s grading methodology and 
industry nuances
5. Think about niche skills, critical skills and single skill set jobs 
vs typical jobs 
6. Impacts the entire HR value chain 

Why Job Evaluation?





Case Studies China Analytics Team
60 employee 2 market teams 
60% attrition (3X market)
Huge pay jumps
Solving for attrition 

Malaysia Consumer business 
One of the largest consumer business locally 
25% attrition (2X market)
Salary, incentive issue 
Org structure issue
Solving for business and employee performance 



Questions 
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